
Demagnetized 
to the core

Tech leader in demagnEtizing

No
compromises!

MAURER DEGAUSSING® – 

The patented process
from Switzerland 

Residual magnetism – 
the hidden enemy 
in your product

MAURER DEGAUSSING®, the unique pulse 
demagenetizing method. Comprehensive product 
program for the demagentization of ferromagnetic 
components.

No remagnetization

Permanent neutralization of magnetic structure

The new formula for more product quality

Meets even stringent limits for magnetic moment

Inadequate measures such as low frequency, 
fi eld displacement or conventional demagnetization 
do not fully neutralize magnetic structure. Harmful 
residual magnetism remains. Among other things, 
this can cause:

Early bearing failures

Particle adhesion

Arcing in turbines

Failure to meet industrial magnetic 
cleanliness requirements

Malfunction of signal 
and navigation systems

MAURER DEGAUSSING® – THE better WAY

Our method is already used by leading companies. 
The controlled alternating field profile, high 
productivity and total reproducibility make this 
method ideal for industrial applications. With 
the MAURER DEGAUSSING® equipment and 
machines, modules and components can be 
curiezed®, i.e. demagnetized completely and
 permanently. www.maurerdegaussing.com

Residual magnetism also affects your products.

Maurer Magnetic AG
Magnetizing & Demagnetizing Technology
Industriestrasse 8
8627 Grüningen
Switzerland
Phone +41 (0) 44 936 60 40
info@maurerdegaussing.com

CAUTION
MAGNETIC RISK



We make specialized equipment for the precise, 
reproducible measurement of magnetism. We 
provide a magnetically shielded environment (zero 
gauss chamber) for measuring hidden magnetism 
in parts and components for companies in the 
automotive, metal processing and semiconductor 
industries

Because 
quality counts
A curiezed® magnetic structure 
is the basis for everything!*
Various manufacturing processes such as 
electron beam welding, for example, rely 
on the lowest possible residual magnetism 
in both the parts and the equipment in 
order to remain effective.

Non-destructive tests based on eddy-current 
methods only function reliably if the products 
to be tested show the least possible fl uctuation 
due to residual magnetism.

Components of drives, gears, bearings and 
other modules have to be kept free from 
magnetism if they are to operate reliably 
and have a long working life! 

Surfaces need to be thoroughly demagnetized 
in order to keep them clean.

Whether production is automated or manual, 
demagnetizing systems are essential in the 
manufacturing industry. Small components in 
baskets, roller bearings, hard metals or complete 
modules are effi ciently demagnetized on site using 
a pulse process. We also offer demagnetizing 
as a service in our Technical Center.

Our specialists demagnetize items with a wide 
range of sizes and weights productively and 
efficiently, in compliance with the most stringent 
requirements. We permanently neutralize the 
magnetic structure of complete machines (e.g. 
presses), steel constructions and pipelines 
before welding, as well as track systems.

www.maurerdegaussing.com

10 years enhancing 
product quality 
responsibly.

Albert R. Maurer, inventor 
and patent holder of the unique 

MAURER DEGAUSSING® method,
taking precise magnetic 

measurements.

Whether production is automated or manual, 

Industrial production

Our specialists demagnetize items with a wide 

Large items + infrastructure Measurement technology

*Curiezing®, 
is the unique, non-thermal 

MAURER DEGAUSSING® method 
for complete demagnetization, 
with a permanent effect similar 

to heating above the Curie Point. 


